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The use of vaccination to prevent disease is the greatest public health success of the last century. For many diseases previously considered to be scourges of mankind, including smallpox, polio, diphtheria, and measles, annual mortality has been reduced by more than 99.9% in the United States\(^1\) and in many other countries. However, no vaccines are currently licensed for 2 of the 3 most prolific infectious killers, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and malaria, and the only vaccine licensed for the third agent, tuberculosis, offers limited effectiveness. In addition, morbidity and mortality remain high for many diseases for which vaccines are used, including influenza, which accounts for 36,000 deaths annually in the United States\(^2\) and an estimated 500,000 annually worldwide.\(^3\) Although childhood mortality has been virtually eliminated by the widespread use of pertussis vaccines, morbidity continues to be a problem, accounting for more than 25,000 cases per year in the United States, mostly in adults for whom immunity has waned.\(^4\) For some newer vaccines, the impact is not yet apparent. An example is a new human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine (Gardasil), which was licensed in 2006 in the hope of preventing some of the 3,900 annual deaths from cervical cancer related to HPV infection.\(^5\)

### The Birth of Vaccinology

The genesis of vaccinology came through the evolution of attempts to control smallpox. The observation that persons who had contracted smallpox rarely developed a second case suggested the concept of immunity to disease. The Chinese are generally credited with the development of variolation more than a thousand years ago on the basis of this idea, whereby a small amount of dried secretions from a smallpox scab was insufflated into the nose, with the hope of conferring immunity to subsequent exposures.\(^6\) Modification of this measure in India led to the practice, termed scarification, of scratching the agent into the skin. This method of prevention spread westward into Europe in the 17th century, although results were mixed and significant complications often ensued.

In 1796, Edward Jenner combined the practice of variolation with the observation that milkmaids who had previously contracted cowpox rarely contracted smallpox, and he performed the first immunization by inoculating an 8-year-old boy with cowpox. The boy failed to develop a typical variolation scar upon challenge with smallpox 6 weeks later.\(^7\) Development of a vaccine based on this principle led to eradication of smallpox in the 20th century.

### Attenuation as a Strategy for Vaccine Development

The discovery of attenuation came serendipitously in the fall of 1881, when Louis Pasteur returned from summer vacation and attempted to inoculate chickens with a culture of Pasteurella...
multocida that he had left out on the laboratory bench. After the chickens failed to show disease, he challenged them with a fresh batch of bacteria and realized that they were protected from the virulent strain because of prior exposure to the attenuated strain.6 He coined the term “vaccinate” to describe the use of attenuated organisms to protect against their virulent forms.8 After developing chemical methods of attenuation, he went on to develop vaccines against rabies and anthrax.5 The anthrax vaccine was developed for use in animals and thus served as a forerunner of human anthrax vaccines developed in the 20th century.

Following this lead, French scientists Albert Calmette and Camille Guérin developed the Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine against tuberculosis by serial passage of Mycobacterium bovis 230 times through artificial media between 1908 and 1921.9 BCG was adopted by the League of Nations in 1928, but controversy during a clinical trial in Lubeck in 1929-30 caused Germany to reject the vaccine. A contaminated batch of vaccine caused the deaths during that study of at least 72 infants, leading to a sensationalistic trial of the physicians involved that presaged some of the public-private-governmental tensions that surround vaccine management today. The United States also declined to adopt the vaccine, taking the alternative approach of continuing successful screening programs put into place by the U.S. Public Health Service.9

Although the growth of serial cultures in media served to attenuate some bacteria, viruses could not be attenuated by passage in this manner. Some viruses, such as influenza virus or yellow fever virus, could be attenuated by passage in susceptible animals (which led to the development in the 1930s of an attenuated yellow fever vaccine that was used until 1982),10 but most viruses did not have an acceptable animal host. The breakthrough came in the 1940s when the team of John Enders, Thomas Weller, and Frederick Robbins developed tissue culture cultivation of viruses and demonstrated that viruses could be attenuated through passage in these cultures. They work on the attenuation of poliomyelitis virus won the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1954.

Numerous viral vaccines have been developed by this method, many of which are still in use today (see Table). One problem that has not been solved by attenuation is the changing antigenicity of influenza viruses that necessitate update of the strains included in the vaccine each year. However, since the genes of influenza are carried on 8 RNA gene segments, a process called reassortment can be used to mix the prevailing strain with a strain attenuated by passage in animals (for the inactivated influenza vaccine) or cell culture (for the live attenuated influenza vaccine) so both antigenicity and attenuation can be achieved. A similar process has been used to develop a rotavirus vaccine that is a reassortant taking antigens from the human virus but attenuating features from a bovine strain.11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole organisms</td>
<td>Typhoid</td>
<td>Chemical attenuation</td>
<td>Rabies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cholera</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthrax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plague</td>
<td>Typhoid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pertussis</td>
<td>Passage in media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>BCG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poliovirus</td>
<td>Yellow fever</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hepatitis A</td>
<td>Passage in animals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractions and subunits</td>
<td>Japanese encephalitis</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthrax</td>
<td>Passage in cell culture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>Poliovirus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rabies</td>
<td>Measles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxoids</td>
<td>Diphtheria</td>
<td>Adenoviruses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tetanus</td>
<td>Varicella</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polysaccharides</td>
<td>Pneumococcus</td>
<td>Cold adaptation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meningococcus</td>
<td>Rubella</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. influenzae type B</td>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugation</td>
<td>Typhoid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. influenzae type B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reombinant proteins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pertussis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lyme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human papillomavirus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Vaccines for targets in bold type are currently available in the United States. BCG = Bacille Calmette-Guérin.
**Inactivation: A Safer Alternative?**

Although many organisms are amenable to attenuation, not all are, and safety concerns about side effects and the potential for reversion from an attenuated to a virulent form exist. An alternative in many cases has been the use of inactivated organisms. In 1886, Daniel Salmon and Theobald Smith demonstrated the utility of injections of heat-killed organisms to induce immunity in pigeons. However, whole-cell preparations were quite often toxic, which led to purification of protein components, polysaccharide capsules, or inactivated toxins as preferred immunogens (Table).

A good example is the acellular pertussis vaccine. Using centrifugation techniques, lab technicians separate portions of culture supernatant containing the antigenic proteins from the rest of the material, which contains the inflammatory product lipopolysaccharide (LPS) that is responsible for most of the reactions to whole-cell pertussis vaccines. However, the reduction in reactogenicity typically comes at a price: reduced immunogenicity. In many cases, high doses of antigen, multiple exposures, or both are needed to induce an effective immune response to inactivated vaccines. In the case of purified polysaccharide vaccines, the polysaccharide itself elicits only B-cell-mediated humoral immunity, without the stimulation of T-cells required for immunologic memory and a secondary immune response. Protection from disease is often short-lived, and some target groups such as infants respond very poorly to the antigens.

**Are Adjuvants the Answer?**

The need to improve the immunogenicity of inactivated vaccines has spurred the development of a variety of adjuvant strategies. Adjuvants act by 1 of 2 basic mechanisms: either by improving presentation of the antigens to the immune system or by stimulating the immune system so a more robust or broader response is achieved. This may improve immunogenicity, allow for dose reduction without compromising immunogenicity, or both. Conjugation of inactivated toxoids to purified polysaccharides is one extremely successful form of adjuvantation. This process is responsible for conjugate vaccines directed against *Haemophilus influenzae* type B, *Neisseria meningitidis*, and *Streptococcus pneumoniae*. It is thought to work by improving helper T-lymphocyte responses to the antigen and generating an anamnestic response, particularly in infants who do not respond well to purified polysaccharides without the presence of the toxoid.

The only compounds approved in the United States for concomitant use with vaccines as adjuvants are mineral salts such as calcium phosphate and alum. Since the 1920s, alum as aluminum hydroxide or aluminum phosphate has been the most widely used adjuvant in humans. Its mechanism of action is thought to be creation of a depot site so that slow, sustained release of the antigen improves presentation to the immune system. Immunostimulatory compounds derived from plants, animals, or bacteria are common components of many adjuvants and act by stimulation of the immune system, usually through activation of Toll-like receptors or other components of innate immunity.

Combination adjuvants are also being tested. An example is the proprietary adjuvant AS04, a mixture of alum with monophosphoryl lipid A (a detoxified form of LPS), used by GlaxoSmithKline as a component of its investigational cervical cancer vaccine (Cervarix), which is awaiting U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval. The primary antigen is delivered in replication-defective virus-like particles mixed with the adjuvant AS04. In the molecular biology age, direct expression of cytokines or agonists of the innate immune systems may be used in adjuvantation strategies.

**The Era of Genetic Engineering**

Molecular biology and genetic engineering have had a dramatic effect on the field of vaccinology, although many of the important advances have not yet made it into the market. The first success story in this area was the development of the hepatitis B vaccine, which was licensed in 1986. The surface protein of hepatitis B virus is expressed from a DNA plasmid in yeast cells, purified and adsorbed on alum for injection.

It is likely that all future vaccines will be genetically engineered to increase safety, reduce reactogenicity, and improve immunogenicity. Toward this end, a variety of new technologies have been developed to create, deliver, or enhance vaccines. Important antigens are cloned into DNA plasmids, which can be used directly as vaccines themselves (naked DNA) or used to produce proteins for vaccination as with the hepatitis B vaccine. With some viruses, several proteins can be expressed together and will assemble into pseudo-virions termed virus-like particles (VLPs) that can act as a vaccine or can be used as a delivery vehicle for another antigen. The powerful technique of creating cloned DNA copies of RNA viruses allows manipulation of the genomes, expression of the involved proteins, or re-creation of entire viruses with custom-made changes. Manipulation of viral genomes to remove proteins associated with virulence and to allow insertion of foreign genes has resulted in the creation of numerous viral vectors that may be used as vaccine carriers. In addition to expression of the antigen, these techniques allow for the incorporation of sequences coding other genes of interest, such as cytokines or Toll-like receptor agonists that may act as adjuvants.

These new techniques also offer the promise of preventing or controlling numerous disease states for which effective vaccines have not yet been developed using standard methods. At the top of the priority list are HIV, malaria, and tuberculosis as well as potential agents of bioterrorism. Novel vaccines are in development for a number of common infectious agents for which we have had no success, including respiratory syncytial
virus (RSV), herpes simplex virus (HSV), and Candida albicans. Amelioration of the symptoms of chronic infections, including HIV and hepatitis B, are being considered, and 1 product directed against the prevention of recurrent, painful outbreaks of varicella zoster is already in the market (the live varicella zoster vaccine, Zostavax).

The strategy of vaccinating pregnant women to protect their newborn babies via transplacental antibody is being explored, as is prevention of a number of noninfectious conditions. For example, treatment of addiction may be possible by vaccinating against nicotine so that it no longer crosses the blood-brain barrier to engage the corresponding receptors. Prevention of pregnancy may be possible by vaccination against chorionic gonadotrophin and luteinizing hormone, key players in preparing the uterus for conception.6 Other innovative targets are being considered as these technologies mature.

**Challenges in the Management of Vaccines**

Many challenges exist in the management of vaccines currently on the market as well as the many potential vaccines that may enter the market. The most visible issue in the last decade has been high-profile shortages of influenza vaccine and some of the childhood vaccines, particularly new entries into the market. The reasons for this are mainly basic economics. Pharmaceutical companies typically have a low profit margin on vaccines and therefore produce limited supplies. When demand increases, they are often unable to distribute more vaccine to the end user in a timely fashion, and any manufacturing-related delays exacerbate the shortage. This is particularly problematic for vaccines with a defined shelf life, such as influenza, because companies do not want to discard unused vaccine at the end of the season. The result of high development costs, low profit margins, and increasing regulatory hurdles is that few companies are in the marketplace.

The other group that suffers from poor profit margins with vaccines is the front-line caretakers who administer the vaccine. High upfront expenditures are necessary, and profits are low or even negative in some cases. One recent report estimated that the cost to the physician of administering all the currently recommended vaccines to a child from birth to 18 years is $1,662.19 In addition, vaccine administration takes significant time and effort that could be spent on activities with higher profit margins, such as seeing acutely ill patients.20

Although vaccines in general often have limited financial benefit for industry and physicians, they have obvious cost-benefit advantages for society. Many childhood vaccines save costs to society as a whole, and others provide benefits at a cost considered reasonable for society.21,22 As more vaccines come into the marketplace, this dichotomy between cost savings and cost benefit has become more obvious. The shift from targets that cause a great deal of mortality to those that cause significant morbidity and economic loss has led to a careful appraisal of cost-effectiveness compared with the cost of alternate treatments. A comprehensive vaccination policy must take into account the cost of development and production of vaccines, the cost of distribution and administration, the benefits to both individuals and society as a whole, profit for companies and those who administer the vaccines, and the government’s role in balancing these various needs.

One noticeable trend in the development and approval of new vaccines has been an emphasis on safety. There is a growing public demand for the safety of vaccines, engendered by a lack of overt disease that creates the perception that vaccines are no longer necessary. This perception is fueled by antivaccination activist groups. As individuals opt out of vaccination programs, herd immunity decreases, reducing the effectiveness of these programs. Herd or community immunity is generally defined as having a large percentage of the population vaccinated in order to prevent the spread of certain infectious diseases. When herd immunity exists, even individuals not vaccinated (such as newborns and those with chronic illnesses) are offered some protection because the disease has little opportunity to spread within the community.

Failure to participate in the “social contract” results in outbreaks of disease and morbidity in unvaccinated populations.23 The social contract in this context is the concept that an implicit agreement exists between a people and their government to accept vaccination and its attendant risks for the benefit of not only the individual but also of society as a whole, in return for services and protection of rights provided by the government. The impact on vaccine development of individuals failing to participate for reasons that have no scientific merit is that both real and imagined safety concerns have to be thoroughly addressed in the current climate in order to bring a vaccine to market. New vaccines have to demonstrate a better safety profile than established vaccines, which can create problems balancing immunogenicity and reactogenicity, particularly when adjuvants are considered.

**Decision Making in the Era of Multiple Vaccines**

As more vaccines enter the market, decisions on management of those vaccines will become increasingly complex. Two examples serve to illustrate this point.

A new live, attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) (FluMist) was licensed for use in 2003 and entered the market at a noncompetitive price level compared with the existing inactivated vaccine. Issues over pricing, reimbursement, and a limited indication have resulted in poor uptake and use of LAIV. However, recent published data indicate that LAIV has superior efficacy in children,24 and pricing differences between LAIV and the inactivated vaccine are now minimal. In addition, it is widely anticipated that LAIV will receive an expanded indication from the FDA this year. Physicians, pharmacies, and managed care organizations will now have to make decisions on which vaccine to use or whether
to offer both, weighing the efficacy data against factors such as cost, availability, and patient choice.

Another example is the projected entry into the market of a second HPV vaccine in the coming year. The FDA-approved HPV vaccine manufactured by Merck (Gardasil) targets HPV serotypes 16 and 18, which cause around 70% of cervical cancers, as well as 6 and 11, which are the most common causes of noncancerous genital warts, and includes alum as an adjuvant.5 A new HPV vaccine produced by GlaxoSmithKline (Cervarix) is expected to enter the market in the upcoming year, targeting only HPV 16 and 18. However, this vaccine makes use of the novel adjuvant AS04, which may extend the breadth of protection of the vaccine to cover additional cancer-causing serotypes. If this is substantiated, individuals and organizations may have to weigh the benefit of reducing genital warts against the possibility of preventing additional cases of cervical cancer by choosing between 2 vaccines with similar safety profiles and similar efficacy against their primary targets, HPV 16 and 18.5

Conclusions

New and existing vaccines need to be safe, effective, and cost-effective for both society and for those who manage health care programs. In addition, they must be profitable for those who develop, manufacture, and administer the vaccines. It is increasingly obvious that proper stewardship of vaccines requires a partnership between government, industry, health care organizations, and individuals in both academic and private practice. However, the different interests of these parties and competing priorities can create tensions that must be acknowledged and resolved. Navigating the many issues that surround the management of vaccines in today's society is a complex matter, and it is easy to lose sight of the ultimate goal of benefit to public health.
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Pharmacy Management of Vaccines

H. Eric Cannon, PharmD

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Although standard vaccines have traditionally been granted full coverage in managed care, the recent introduction of several novel vaccine products has necessitated the revision of pharmacy management strategies throughout the nation.

OBJECTIVE: To review pharmacy management strategies for a number of emerging vaccines, with unique plan perspectives from SelectHealth, an Intermountain Healthcare company serving approximately 500,000 members in Utah.

SUMMARY: Because several recently introduced vaccines target previously unaddressed diseases and carry higher costs than traditional vaccines, several plans have adapted a novel approach to manage vaccine coverage on an individual product basis. At SelectHealth, recently introduced vaccines for rotavirus, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), herpes zoster, and human papillomavirus (HPV) have required special attention in terms of pharmacy management. After carefully weighing acquisition and administration costs, anticipated uptake and use, direct and indirect health care costs averted, and quality of life issues, plan leadership decided to cover many of the new vaccines (i.e., rotavirus, RSV, and herpes zoster) under a nonstandard vaccination benefit. However, because substantial cost savings and high use of the quadrivalent HPV vaccine was anticipated within SelectHealth, the plan decided to fully cover the product.

CONCLUSION: Although they complicate traditional pharmacy management, novel vaccines provide clinical benefit that managed care organizations cannot ignore. One universal strategy will not suffice in managing all the different vaccines entering the market, and a tailored approach should be employed based on the individual characteristics and use of each product.
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Over all, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved vaccines in use today are known to be safe and effective agents, and immunizations play a key role in the management of diseases with previously significant morbidity and mortality in the United States and worldwide. Still, more than 100,000 people (primarily adults) are affected by a vaccine-preventable disease per year in the United States alone.1 This apparent inconsistency indicates a need for improved vaccine management in the United States, and this need has only become more pressing in the advent of emerging vaccines for previously untargeted diseases and of combination products or vaccines employing novel delivery technologies. These factors have created an environment in which new vaccine management strategies are necessary to combat preventable disease.

As a framework for vaccine management in managed care organizations (MCOs), the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) immunization measures provide an ideal starting point. Currently, 2 different measures exist: 1 for children and 1 for adolescents.2 For children, the measure accounts for the percentage of individuals who turned age 2 during the measurement year and who received the following vaccinations by their second birthday: 4 doses DTP (diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis), 3 doses OPV or IPV (polio), 1 dose MMR (measles-mumps-rubella), 3 doses HIB (Haemophilus influenzae type B), 3 doses hepatitis B, 1 dose VZV (varicella, or chicken pox), and 4 doses pneumococcal conjugate (meningitis and blood infections). For adolescents, the measure accounts for enrolled patients who received the following vaccinations by their 13th birthday: 2 doses MMR, 3 doses hepatitis B, and 1 dose VZV.

Although improvement in immunization rates has been observed since the institution of the HEDIS measures in 1999, a quality gap still remains in the United States, with more than 20% of children and approximately 50% of adolescents missing 1 or more recommended immunizations.2 This lag in recommended immunization performance demonstrates a significant area for improvement in managed care. The emergence of new vaccines indicated for use in childhood or adolescence, such as those for rotavirus or human papillomavirus (HPV), only serves to complicate the issue further and necessitate additional vaccine management interventions by MCOs.

New Vaccine Issues

One MCO, SelectHealth, an Intermountain Healthcare company, has experienced changes in vaccine use and spending in the wake of a number of new vaccines being introduced to the market. At this commercial plan serving approximately 500,000 members in Utah, total vaccine spending averages $2.0 to $2.4 million per quarter, with an approximate 25% increase during
In the Rotavirus Efficacy & Safety Trial (REST), the rotavirus vaccine offered a 95.8% rate reduction in the number of ED visits, office visits, and work loss days also experienced rate reductions with the vaccine, compared with placebo (93.7%, 86.0%, and 86.6%, respectively).

With an eligible population of 12,300 at SelectHealth and a relatively high uptake (80%) of the orally administered rotavirus vaccine, the plan would expect to spend approximately $2.6 million per year on vaccination. Direct annual medical cost savings attributed to the vaccination of SelectHealth members against rotavirus are estimated to be about $90,000 to $135,000. Although minimal savings from vaccine administration costs would be realized, based on modeling, vaccine administration costs would mitigate societal costs by approximately $2.65 per patient per year in terms of missed work days, inconvenience, and use of health care services.

As savings to the plan are projected to be minimal and the vaccine's benefit is likely to be largely societal, SelectHealth established a new benefit line termed a “nonstandard vaccination” to cover the rotavirus vaccine. With the application of regular medical coinsurance, the plan member is responsible for 20% of the cost of the vaccine; the rest is covered by SelectHealth. Rotavirus vaccine coverage policies are explained to patients during dialogue with their providers, at which time the providers can offer a recommendation on whether the patient should receive the vaccine. Weighing their portion of the cost of the vaccine against providers’ recommendations allows the patients to make an educated decision on immunization against rotavirus. Also playing a part in SelectHealth’s decision to cover the rotavirus vaccine was the fact that plan decision makers anticipated a recommendation from the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) that all pediatric patients be immunized, although no such recommendation existed at the time coverage was instituted.

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV). In healthy adolescents and adults, RSV usually causes severe colds with limited complications; however, in infants, infection with the virus can lead to serious respiratory complications. As the RSV vaccine, palivizumab (Synagis), has been on the market for several years, use within SelectHealth has been established as a seasonal phenomenon. Approximately $1 million is spent per quarter during the season in which use of the vaccine is highest. The RSV season typically runs from November through April.

To effectively manage use of palivizumab within the plan, the pharmacy department at SelectHealth collaborated with plan neonatologists and pediatricians to establish a measure indicating the beginning of the RSV season. A decision was made to open the RSV season when there were 5 positive tests for the virus within the system during any given week (typically, sometime in November). Testing data are collected and maintained by Intermountain Laboratory Services at Primary Children's Hospital in Salt Lake. Infectious disease specialists at Primary Children's Hospital monitor collected data.
Once the RSV season starts, SelectHealth notifies pediatricians that the RSV season has begun and that their authorizations for palivizumab are approved. Pediatricians can then begin vaccinating their patients. The RSV season is closed when there are fewer than 5 positive tests for the virus within the system during any given week. The goal of this protocol is to maintain the use of the palivizumab as close to the 5 recommended doses as possible.

As with SelectHealth’s policy with the rotavirus vaccine, the plan covers palivizumab under the nonstandard vaccination benefit, and patients are responsible for 20% of the cost of the vaccination. This policy was enacted because it was discovered that parents could take several steps to significantly reduce their children’s exposure to RSV, and the burden of 20% of the vaccination cost encouraged them to take a more active role in preventing the disease.

HPV. HPV types 16 and 18 are implicated in 70% of cervical cancer, of which more than 12,000 cases are diagnosed in the United States every year. The quadrivalent HPV vaccine was approved in June 2006 and targets these HPV types as well as types 6 and 11, which are implicated in 90% of genital wart cases. The vaccine was evaluated in 4 randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind clinical trials (N=15,719), with a median follow-up of 2 to 4 years, in concurrent administration with hepatitis B vaccine (n=1,871) and in combination with hormonal contraceptives (n=13,293).

The quadrivalent HPV vaccine is indicated for immunization in females aged 9 to 26 years and is administered as a 3-dose injection series. ACIP recommends routine vaccination of patients aged 11 to 12 years (starting as early as 9 years, based on provider discretion), in sync with their current pre-middle school vaccination schedule, and “catch-up” injections are recommended for patients aged 13 to 26 years. Vaccination of male patients has not been studied and is not recommended by ACIP.

The cost of the quadrivalent HPV vaccine (average wholesale price [AWP] minus 10%) is $140 per dose, comprising $134 in vaccine cost plus a $6 administration fee. At SelectHealth, approximately 72,000 plan members are eligible for the vaccine, including 9,000 in the 11- to 12-year-old group and 63,000 in the 13- to 26-year-old “catch-up” group. The estimated uptake in vaccination in the group of 11- to 12-year-old plan members is initially slow, at 6% in the fall of 2006, rising a steady state of 40% to 60% by 2009. Breaking this down in terms of cost, SelectHealth projected a cost of $228,000 for the vaccine in the fall of 2006, building to steady state at approximately $1.52 to $2.27 million in 2009. In consideration of the initially larger “catch-up” population at SelectHealth, cost estimates for the plan were approximately $800,000 in 2006, with 2007 and 2008 estimates being just more than $3 million. Assuming that nearly all of the “catch-up” within the plan will take place within 2007 and 2008, the cost estimates within this population will likely drop to zero by 2009.

For the bottom-line cost of the quadrivalent HPV vaccine for SelectHealth, the estimates remain at approximately $1 million for 2006, more than $4 million for 2007 and 2008, and between $1.52 and $2.27 million once use hits steady state in 2009. In terms of total costs surrounding cervical cancer, it remains uncertain whether screening (i.e., pap tests) will continue in the long run at SelectHealth in light of the new vaccine. However, the continuation of screening is very likely, considering that the vaccine will not prevent all cases of cervical cancer. Still, the vaccine is estimated to save the plan approximately $2.7 million per year at steady state, assuming full vaccination (Table 2).

When plan decision makers considered these substantial cost savings at steady state and the anticipated high use of the quadrivalent HPV vaccine in light of the demographics of SelectHealth’s population, they decided to fully cover the vaccine for the remainder of 2006 and provide budgeting to allow for full coverage in the future. In other words, as opposed to the nonstandard vaccination benefit decision made with the rotavirus vaccine and palivizumab, SelectHealth plan leaders opted to make the quadrivalent HPV vaccine available to appropriate members at standard immunization status.

Although this decision was fairly straightforward at SelectHealth, considerations in the coverage of HPV immunizations in the future will likely be clouded by the emergence of new vaccines, the most prominent being the anticipated release of a bivalent HPV vaccine (Cervarix) within the next year. As new HPV vaccines become available, a new set of criteria will need to be evaluated to manage the products and provide the most clinically sound and cost-effective options to plan members. Among these criteria will be clinical considerations, such as the activity of new vaccines against different HPV types, the indications of the new vaccines, and any trial data available, with head-to-head data being the most preferable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease State</th>
<th>Estimated No. of Cases</th>
<th>Estimated Total Avoidance ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cervical cancer</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>478,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIN 2/3</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>1.1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIN 1</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>356,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal Pap test/ no CIN</td>
<td>2,973</td>
<td>711,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genital warts</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>133,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4,057</td>
<td>2.78 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Possible annual vaccine cost savings: fewer treated for CIN 1/2/3, AIS, cancer (assume FULL vaccination)

CIN = cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
Other plan-specific considerations at SelectHealth in light of new HPV vaccines becoming available will include the current use of the quadrivalent HPV vaccine, the plan's ability to contract for the different products, and the difficulty surrounding integration of new products. These factors become increasingly important because SelectHealth/Intermountain Healthcare is an integrated system.

Herpes zoster. The single-dose herpes zoster vaccine (Zostavax) was approved in May 2006 for the prevention of postherpetic neuralgia (PHN, i.e., shingles) in patients aged 60 years or older. One unique issue in the recent consideration of the herpes zoster vaccine in Intermountain's hospital pharmacy and therapeutics committees is that the product is a live-virus vaccine. Hospitalists raised concerns about using a potentially infectious agent around immunocompromised patients. This issue may hold specific implications for integrated systems. Still, PHN was one area in which plan leaders felt there was a significant opportunity for cost savings and overall benefit to the plan population.

In the Shingles Prevention Study, the herpes zoster vaccine demonstrated the greatest clinical benefit in patients aged 60 to 69 years, with 64% efficacy (Table 3). In patients developing PHN, the mean duration of clinically significant pain (greater than 3 on a 10-point scale) was 20 days in the vaccine group versus 22 days in the placebo group. Overall, the vaccine was 39% efficacious against PHN in patients who developed herpes zoster after vaccination. In addition, zoster-related complications were similar in the vaccinated and placebo groups.

The cost of the herpes zoster vaccine (AWP minus 10%) is approximately $178, including the administration fee. At SelectHealth, which has a generally younger population, approximately 21,000 patients are eligible for the vaccine, but the overall uptake is expected to be low, with higher uptake during flu vaccination season. Total costs to the plan are expected to be $112,000 initially with low uptake (3%), ramping up to $299,000 at steady state uptake (8%) in 2009.

For the financial implications of the vaccine, there was $388,000 in herpes zoster-related costs at SelectHealth in 2005. With an assumption of 50% immunization with the herpes zoster vaccine and 64% efficacy, the potential savings are as much as $124,000. The bottom-line cost of the herpes zoster vaccine to SelectHealth is estimated to be $240,000 to $300,000 annually, but this cost could be reduced if the coverage required member coinsurance and/or a deductible. For example, 20% coinsurance would reduce plan costs by $60,000 annually. Taking this into consideration, along with a relatively low expected uptake of the vaccine, decision makers at SelectHealth opted to make the herpes zoster vaccine available to plan members under a nonstandard immunization benefit, applying a 20% coinsurance requirement.

**Conclusion**

Although they complicate traditional pharmacy management, novel vaccines provide clinical benefit that MCOs cannot ignore. Furthermore, with several new vaccines on the market and even more on the horizon, the management of vaccines within managed care is of increasing importance. Although vaccine coverage was relatively unmanaged in the past, tremendous opportunities exist now in the immunization arena for MCOs to provide cost-effective, clinical benefits to their plan members. Clearly, in the case of SelectHealth, benefit design has been critical to the management of vaccines within the plan population. Plan decision makers have taken many components into consideration, including clinical, economic, and governmental factors, and changes have been made accordingly to Select Health's existing benefit design.

---

**TABLE 3** Efficacy of the Herpes Zoster Vaccine in the Shingles Prevention Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (Years)</th>
<th>No. of Zostavax Subjects</th>
<th>No. of Zoster Cases</th>
<th>Incidence per 1,000 Persons/Year</th>
<th>No. of Placebo Subjects</th>
<th>No. of Zoster Cases</th>
<th>Incidence per 1,000 Persons/Year</th>
<th>Efficacy (%) (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>19,254</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>19,247</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>51 (44-58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>10,370</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>10,356</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>64 (56-71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>7,621</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7,599</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>41 (28-52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>1,263</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>1,332</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>18 (29-48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Mean duration of follow-up: 3.1 years.
Primary efficacy analysis: 30 days postvaccination Zoster development.
Highest efficacy in 60- to 69-year olds, lesser efficacy in older patients.
CI=confidence interval, Zoster=herpes zoster.
Pharmacy Management of Vaccines

Obviously, a single strategy will not suffice in managing all the different vaccines entering the market, and a tailored approach should be employed based on the individual characteristics and use of each product. Each vaccine management strategy available to managed care stakeholders has inherent strengths and weaknesses. The nonstandard vaccination strategy employed at SelectHealth, in particular, relies heavily on plan physicians to discuss with their patients the benefits and disadvantages of a specific vaccine. Decision makers at SelectHealth acknowledge that, ultimately, other vaccination strategies will need to be employed. Emerging vaccines will require plan leaders to continually revisit SelectHealth’s benefit design to provide clinically and economically sound immunization options to its members.
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Economic Benefits and Costs Associated With Target Vaccinations
Edward P. Armstrong, PharmD, FASHP

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: As a therapeutic class, vaccines are generally considered to be the health care intervention that provides the best value. In the pharmacoeconomic study of vaccines, it is common for researchers to conduct their analyses from a societal perspective, including direct medical costs as well as indirect costs.

OBJECTIVE: To discuss the data elements of pharmacoeconomic analyses of vaccines and review recently published analyses of emerging vaccines.

SUMMARY: Myriad pharmacoeconomic analyses of vaccines currently in use have been conducted with varying results. A number of products, such as the diphtheria-tetanus-acellular pertussis, hepatitis B, and varicella vaccines, have been shown to be cost-effective from a societal perspective. Yet, other products, such as the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine, have demonstrated less benefit than the cost of their respective vaccination programs. In general, these analyses can be used as a starting point to frame the benefits of specific vaccines in managed care with a balanced view of the necessary societal perspectives. To date, 6 pharmacoeconomic models have evaluated vaccination against human papillomavirus, with all demonstrating some cost benefit when the vaccine was used in female patients who fell within the indicated age range.

CONCLUSIONS: In general, as a therapeutic class, vaccines are extremely cost-effective agents. In addition, they are one of the few public health interventions that may directly lower medical costs. In conducting pharmacoeconomic analyses for agents in this class, researchers must consider costs incurred at both the health system and societal levels, as well as cost savings realized through the prevention of disease.

KEYWORDS: Pharmacoeconomic, Cost, Cost-effective, Vaccine, HPV, Hepatitis
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Data Elements of Pharmacoeconomic Analyses of Vaccines

For many pharmacoeconomic analyses, the study perspective has often been that of a health system, and the primary cost data collected are direct medical costs (e.g., medication costs, cost of hospitalizations for severe illness, costs associated with the management of adverse events). However, in pharmacoeconomic studies of vaccines, it is common for researchers to conduct their analyses from a societal perspective, including direct medical costs as well as indirect costs. Indirect costs include considerations for cost savings resulting from the preventive elements of vaccines, such as fewer missed work days.
Economic Benefits and Costs Associated With Target Vaccinations

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Annual Morbidity Before Introduction</th>
<th>Current Annual Morbidity</th>
<th>% Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diphtheria</td>
<td>175,885</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measles</td>
<td>503,282</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps</td>
<td>152,209</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pertussis</td>
<td>147,271</td>
<td>18,957</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polio (paralytic)</td>
<td>16,316</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubella</td>
<td>47,745</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital rubella syndrome</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus</td>
<td>1,314</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. influenza</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Annual Deaths Prevented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
<td>900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measles</td>
<td>888,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemophilus influenza b</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pertussis</td>
<td>346,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal tetanus</td>
<td>215,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus</td>
<td>193,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow fever</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphtheria</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poliomyelitis</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,979,720</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Review of Pharmacoeconomic Analyses of Vaccines

Using the aforementioned direct and indirect cost considerations, myriad pharmacoeconomic analyses of vaccines currently in use have been conducted with varying results. In general, these analyses can be used as a starting point to frame the benefits of specific vaccines in managed care with a balanced view of necessary societal perspectives. The following review of select published pharmacoeconomic analyses of vaccines demonstrates the value of conducting these analyses in managed care when all relevant criteria are considered.

The diphtheria-tetanus-acellular pertussis vaccine has been shown to be cost-effective from both the societal and health system perspectives. The hepatitis B vaccine has been shown to be cost-effective from a societal perspective, costing $1,522 per year of life gained when administered to infants from a health system perspective. The varicella vaccine has been shown to be cost-effective from a societal perspective and to cost $2,500 per year of life gained from a health system perspective. However, the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine has been shown to cost $80,000 per year of life gained from a societal perspective (i.e., the benefit was less than the cost of the vaccination program). The authors noted that although the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine can be a useful and important vaccine, it provides less value economically at the manufacturer’s list price.

One analysis compared the cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness of varicella, hepatitis A, and pneumococcal conjugate vaccines. The authors reviewed U.S. cost-effectiveness studies and assessed each vaccine from both a health system and societal perspective. From a societal perspective, the varicella vaccine had a cost-benefit ratio between $4.76 and $5.61 for each dollar spent. From a societal perspective, the hepatitis A vaccine had a cost-benefit ratio of $1.96 for each dollar spent. However, from a societal perspective, the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine had a benefit of $0.68 for each dollar spent (i.e., the financial benefit was less than the cost of the vaccination program). The authors noted that the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine would cost twice the amount of the varicella and hepatitis A vaccines combined and would be less cost-effective than the other vaccines.

Pharmacoeconomic analyses can also be applied to evaluate the use of different forms of the same vaccine (e.g., inactivated vs. live attenuated) compared with simply evaluating use versus nonuse. One study created cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness models to compare the introduction of inactivated poliovirus vaccine to reduce vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis, an uncommon complication that is associated with the live-attenuated oral poliovirus vaccine. Use of the inactivated poliovirus vaccine was estimated to cost at least $3 million for each case of vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis that was avoided.

In addition to assessing the value of specific vaccines in managed care, pharmacoeconomic analyses can also be used to evaluate different strategies for vaccination. One study created a decision-analytic model using direct medical costs to...
Economic Benefits and Costs Associated With Target Vaccinations

**TABLE 3** Projected Clinical Outcomes of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome*</th>
<th>HPV Vaccination</th>
<th>No HPV Vaccination</th>
<th>Lifetime Cases Averted</th>
<th>No. Needed to Vaccinate to Prevent 1 Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPV</td>
<td>1,460,699</td>
<td>1,684,954</td>
<td>224,255</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIL</td>
<td>417,549</td>
<td>530,259</td>
<td>112,710</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical cancer</td>
<td>13,374</td>
<td>16,690</td>
<td>3,316</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical cancer deaths</td>
<td>5,121</td>
<td>6,461</td>
<td>1,340</td>
<td>1,484</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumes program that successfully administers a vaccine against high-risk HPV to the current U.S. cohort of 12-year-old girls. 
HPV = human papillomavirus; SIL = squamous intraepithelial lesions.

**TABLE 4** Projected Cost-Effectiveness of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome*</th>
<th>No HPV Vaccination</th>
<th>HPV Vaccination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost, $</td>
<td>39,682</td>
<td>39,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental cost, $</td>
<td>246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy, years</td>
<td>28.785</td>
<td>28.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental life expectancy, days</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality-adjusted life expectancy, years</td>
<td>27.72</td>
<td>27.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental quality-adjusted life expectancy, days</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental cost-effectiveness $/life-year</td>
<td>32,066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$/life-year gained</td>
<td></td>
<td>22,755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumes program that successfully administers a vaccine against high-risk HPV to the current U.S. cohort of 12-year-old girls. 
HPV = human papillomavirus.

compare 2 treatment strategies for patients with hepatitis C to be vaccinated against both hepatitis A and hepatitis B. The authors determined that a universal strategy of immunizing patients suffering from hepatitis C against both hepatitis A and hepatitis B was more effective, but more costly, than first testing patients for immunity and then selective immunization. However, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was only $154 for the universal immunization strategy, indicating that this was a very good value and therefore recommended by the authors.

In assessing vaccination strategies, another study evaluated whether it was cost-beneficial, from a societal perspective, to routinely vaccinate incoming first-year college students living in dormitories. The authors determined that the cost of the needed vaccination program would far exceed the benefits of preventing meningococcal disease. It was estimated that the net cost per meningococcal case averted ranged from $0.6 million to $1.9 million and from $7 million to $20 million per death averted. The authors did not recommend routine vaccination of first-year U.S. college students living in dormitories because of the low incidence of disease and the high cost of the vaccination program.

One vaccine under particular scrutiny in managed care is the recently introduced human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine. To date, 6 pharmacoeconomic models have evaluated vaccination against HPV. One model estimated the impact of vaccinating all 12-year-old girls in the United States with a vaccine active against HPV-16 and HPV-18. The authors estimated the number of lifetime cases of cervical squamous intraepithelial lesions and cases of cervical cancer that could be prevented with such an immunization program. Table 3 summarizes the estimated clinical benefits of HPV vaccination. The authors estimated that 18 girls would need to be vaccinated to prevent 1 case of cervical squamous intraepithelial lesion and 600 girls would need to be vaccinated to prevent 1 case of cervical cancer. Table 4 summarizes the cost and cost-effectiveness results from the analysis. The authors estimated the cost per quality-adjusted life-year gained to be $22,755 for the cohort of 12-year-old girls.

The authors then revised their model to include a range of vaccine efficacies as well as population penetration of HPV and compared the vaccination of only 12-year-old girls versus the vaccination of both girls and boys. They estimated that the number of expected lifetime cases of cervical cancer related to HPV-16 or HPV-18 would decrease by 95.4% and that vaccination would add an average of 6.1 quality-adjusted life-years per woman. The cost-effectiveness ratio of the HPV vaccine was estimated to be $14,583 per quality-adjusted life-years gained when the authors examined the vaccination of both girls and boys, it was estimated that cervical cancer cases would drop by 98.8% compared with no vaccination program and that an incremental 0.21 quality-adjusted life-year would be added per woman compared with only the vaccination of girls. However, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of $442,039 per quality-adjusted life-years gained compared with only the vaccination of girls was substantial. Because this incremental ratio was so large, the authors did not recommend the vaccination of boys.

**Conclusions**

Vaccinations are one of the most significant public health interventions to emerge in the past century. In conducting pharmacoeconomic analyses for agents in this class, researchers must consider costs incurred at both the health system and societal levels as well as cost savings realized through the prevention
of disease. Overall, as a therapeutic class, vaccines are extremely cost-effective agents. In addition, vaccines are one of the few public health interventions that may directly lower medical costs. The cost of many vaccinations is less than the cost needed to treat preventable diseases. Emerging vaccines, including those targeting HPV, also appear to be cost-effective interventions.

Despite the clinical success and cost-effectiveness of many vaccination programs, it is very important to remain vigilant in achieving high vaccination rates, especially for children. Even though some previous theoretical concerns (e.g., possible autism caused from the measles-mumps-rubella vaccine) have been refuted, improved vaccination rates should still be sought. If vaccination rates drop, the United States would be susceptible to infection from countries where specific vaccines were either unavailable or underused.
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: As preventive medicine is a cornerstone of managed care, most health plans have traditionally featured automatic vaccine coverage routed through the medical benefit. However, with the advent of emerging vaccines, managed care stakeholders must revise decision-making processes and choose among multiple products targeting the same disease.

OBJECTIVE: To review the motivating forces behind traditional vaccine coverage in managed care and discuss the need for managed care organizations (MCOs) to subject their vaccine policies to greater examination in the changing landscape of emerging vaccines.

SUMMARY: While variable vaccine coverage or choices in vaccine coverage is a relatively novel concept in managed care, the evaluation of vaccines in this setting is usually most effectively performed via a traditional route for MCOs: the Pharmacy & Therapeutics (P&T) committee. In some cases, a technology assessment committee is a more appropriate avenue for evaluation, depending on the disease state, administration, and plan infrastructure. Through these routes of evaluation, criteria similar to those used for other pharmaceutical agents under review should be employed in the review of vaccine options. The primary criteria evaluated include safety, efficacy, cost, and value. In addition, a set of miscellaneous factors must also be considered, including both tangible and intangible components. For example, the relevance of an agent to the specific covered population, compliance costs offsets, quality-of-life considerations, and both patient and provider demand should all be taken into account. Human papillomavirus vaccination provides a pragmatic example for applying the aforementioned strategy for vaccine evaluation in managed care.

CONCLUSION: The changing landscape of vaccine coverage in managed care, particularly in the availability of novel agents, demonstrates a need for MCOs to subject their vaccine policies to much greater examination in the availability of novel agents. The primary criteria evaluated include safety, efficacy, cost, and value. In addition, a set of miscellaneous factors must also be considered, including both tangible and intangible components. For example, the relevance of an agent to the specific covered population, compliance costs offsets, quality-of-life considerations, and both patient and provider demand should all be taken into account. Human papillomavirus vaccination provides a pragmatic example for applying the aforementioned strategy for vaccine evaluation in managed care.
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Multiple Vaccines: How Do We Choose?

Neil B. Minkoff, MD

In choosing between multiple vaccine options, managed care stakeholders currently have few definitive answers. This is due, in part, to the fact that variable vaccine coverage or choice in vaccine coverage is a relatively new concept in the industry. As preventive medicine is a cornerstone of managed care, most plans have traditionally featured automatic vaccine coverage routed through the medical benefit.1 In fact, just 8 years ago, the National Vaccine Advisory Committee (NVAC) sponsored an article published in the Journal of the American Medical Association, pointing out the near-universal coverage of vaccines by managed care organizations (MCOs).1,2 Members traditionally had little or no cost share, depending on whether or not there was an office visit with the administration, and plans rarely chose preferred products or implemented any contracting or rebating. Instead, decisions were based on current Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommendations. If ACIP recommendations were in any way unclear or required augmentation, plans would seek the advice of different specialty groups such as the American Academy of Pediatrics.

These supplemental recommendations tended to be brought to MCO technology assessment committees (i.e., the medical benefit version of pharmacy and therapeutics committees) and were, for the most part, implemented as the benefits offered by the plan. This focus on promoting preventive medicine complemented the birth of managed care in general, particularly since health maintenance organization (HMO) models with fully insured membership was the norm during this formative period. This developmental period in managed care also featured the introduction of population management—looking beyond just the interaction between the physician and the member to a broader mix of patient types—and the early concepts of longitudinal care. Vaccines were a very obvious place to begin this level of preventive care, and the administration of these agents fit very well with the philosophies and the practices upon which managed care and HMOs were being built.

In addition to the preventive benefit of these agents, the historically universal coverage of vaccines in managed care can be attributed to the extra layer of complexity added when attempting to manage these agents due to state mandates. Although these mandates feature a significant amount of overlap (e.g., requirements for the coverage of pediatric vaccines), differences exist from state to state in terms of vaccine requirements and what each state provides. For example, in Massachusetts most of the vaccines administered by pediatricians are supplied to the doctor cost-free by the state and administered as part of the public health mission of the state.3 This added layer of complexity requires that Massachusetts MCOs know which vaccines are the responsibility of the MCO and which are provided thorough public funding. The gap between what the
state mandates and what the state will fund has been a significant concern to MCOs. However, many MCOs have settled on the position of covering this gap and end up having variable coverage rules in each state in which they participate.

## Shifting Paradigm

The traditional notion of universal vaccine coverage in managed care is changing. In turn, managed care stakeholders must be aware of the reasons for this trend and devise strategies to deal with the shifting paradigm.

Much of the need for vaccine decision making in managed care is the result of novel vaccines that have been recently released or vaccines currently in the pipeline. The need for vaccine management in managed care will only increase as time goes on, with advances in drug development predicting hundreds of disease states, including chronic infections such as human immunodeficiency virus and noninfectious conditions such as Alzheimers, whose illness burden could be potentially lessened by vaccination. In addition, more combination products are being developed and becoming available.

This is of particular interest from a formulary management perspective, since pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) committee members will have to ascertain if specific combination vaccines are more efficacious than their respective individual counterparts and ultimately worth the additional cost. Furthermore, advancements in vaccine technology have provided potential benefits in terms of effectiveness, but this comes at a higher cost; P&T committee members will again need to determine if the additional clinical benefit justifies the increased cost in these cases. These cost considerations also come into play with newer, recently introduced single vaccines, which carry a generally high cost, in addition to combination products. This becomes even more significant when plans compare the cost of recently introduced vaccines with traditional ones that are generally less costly and sometimes provided by the state. At Harvard Pilgrim in Wellesley, MA, for example, coverage of the quadrivalent human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine (Gardasil) will result in an increase in medical spending, which may in turn lead to rising premiums and future problems in terms of coverage issues and what employers choose to fund.

In addition to the clinical and financial components being evaluated in the coverage of recently introduced vaccines is the question of scope from an individual and population perspective. While coverage of traditional vaccines was often a matter of public health (e.g., influenza), many recently introduced and pipeline vaccines target conditions that are mainly relevant on an individual level (e.g., herpes zoster). While traditional vaccines have led to the virtual eradication of highly contagious communicable diseases, including those that involve mass mortality, some of the newer vaccines are much more focused on personal health. As a result, the public health component is beginning to be removed from vaccine management as managed care increasingly moves toward the individual state.

The introduction of new vaccines has also initiated the issue of competition between agents targeting the same disease state. The live intranasal influenza vaccine (FluMist) provides an excellent example of an agent with competitors that has been given significant consideration. Initially, vaccination with the live intranasal influenza vaccine was not embraced by many organizations because of a noncompetitive price and concerns over the use of a live rather than attenuated virus. While MCOs wanted to encourage as many members as possible to get immunized against influenza for herd immunity, concerns remained regarding members who most needed to be immunized (i.e., elderly patients, pediatric patients, and immunosuppressed patients) not receiving a live virus.

Data from a 2006 clinical study demonstrating safety and immunogenicity for the live intranasal influenza vaccine in the pediatric population of patients down to the age of 1 year provides additional support for the live intranasal vaccine, which is now being factored into coverage considerations. In addition, the cost of the live intranasal influenza vaccine has decreased, warranting further use of the agent in the organization. These recent developments have influenced MCOs to trust their clinicians to know which population should not have a live virus and to reserve the live virus for the members of the population that are needed to boost the herd immunity. In another disease state, these competitive considerations will come into play once more if GlaxoSmithKline’s bivalent HPV vaccine (Cervarix) is approved as anticipated, since there is a quadrivalent HPV vaccine currently on the market.

## Managed Care Adaptation Strategies

While variable vaccine coverage or choice in vaccine coverage is a relatively novel concept in managed care, the evaluation of vaccines in this setting is usually most effectively performed via a traditional route for MCOs: the P&T committee. In some cases a technology assessment committee is a more appropriate avenue for evaluation, depending on the disease state, administration, and plan infrastructure. A hybrid of both P&T and technology assessment committee evaluation is also an option, based on situational factors. Taking these routes of evaluation into consideration, adult vaccines should generally receive more scrutiny in terms of coverage than pediatric vaccines, mostly due to the fact that the more recently introduced adult vaccines have less of a public health orientation than pediatric vaccines. Furthermore, pediatricians have been a very vocal group in terms of quadrivalent HPV vaccine coverage since the product’s approval, requiring many plans to change some of the manners in which they interact with their pediatric communities. The pediatric community is sensitive to coverage issues regarding vaccines since vaccines (a) generally do not face many of the cash flow issues that can occur with buying and billing by physicians and (b) have traditionally been available free from
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Evaluation of the economic factors associated with vaccines is a new area for managed care. Whereas at one time vaccines were covered in a generally universal manner, stakeholders are now presented with a complex array of financial considerations. With a discounted average wholesale price (AWP) paid through the medical benefit and currently no member cost share or rebating, the upfront costs of vaccines are clear. However, considering that the value of vaccines lies in the prevention of disease and reduced expenses in the long term, cost offsets are not realized initially. Other factors must be taken into account as well, including the rise of unfunded mandates by states, which will result in increased costs to MCOs, and demand for recently introduced vaccines from patients, providers, and administrative service organization employers.

An Example: HPV Vaccination

HPV vaccination provides a pragmatic example for applying the aforementioned strategy for vaccine evaluation in managed care. As mentioned earlier, the market currently features 1 available quadrivalent vaccine for HPV prevention, but approval of a bivalent vaccine is anticipated in the near future. Considering the clinical and economic implications of cervical cancer in managed care, as well as the relatively high cost of the vaccines, this example highlights many of the difficulties MCOs will face in evaluating and managing emerging vaccines.

HPV remains a significant concern in managed care, with >100 types in total and >30 types being transmitted through sexual contact. Six million new genital HPV infections occur annually in the United States, but more importantly, persistent HPV infection is the leading cause of cervical dysplasia and neoplasia. In fact, 70% of cervical cancer is linked to types 16 and 18, and an estimated 10,000 women are diagnosed with the cancer every year. Considering the prevalence of HPV, the disease’s association with cervical cancer, and uncertainty surrounding the protection offered by condoms against HPV, vaccination for HPV presents a significant opportunity for MCOs to potentially decrease mortality and avert costs.

In evaluating the vaccines targeting HPV for administration in a managed care population, stakeholders must first compare the clinical characteristics of each agent. To start, both the quadrivalent and bivalent HPV vaccines provide immunity against HPV types 16 and 18, the types responsible for 70% of cervical cancer. While the quadrivalent HPV vaccine also offers immunity against types 6 and 11 and thereby provides more genital wart protection, the ASO4 adjuvant employed by the bivalent HPV vaccine has demonstrated improved immune response and potentially improved cancer protection. Both vaccines have demonstrated excellent safety profiles and effectiveness for patients aged >4 years. Although no direct comparative data exist for the 2 products, researchers are currently recruiting patients for a head-to-head trial. As pricing for the bivalent HPV vaccine has not yet been
released, this component of the evaluation cannot yet be directly addressed.

Using only currently available public information, it is likely that both agents would be viewed favorably by a P&T committee in terms of their safety profiles. The effectiveness discussion would center around the potential benefit of the bivalent HPV vaccine adjuvant versus the quadrivalent HPV vaccine adjuvant for types 6 and 11. With these 2 criteria at a virtual stalemate due to a lack of definitive data, cost-effectiveness would likely become the deciding factor.

In the evaluation of HPV vaccines, managed care stakeholders have to take into consideration several confounding variables that may have an impact on product utility or overall costs (see Figure). Among these are state mandates on vaccination requirements, which may dictate certain subpopulations that must be vaccinated, as well as the controversy related to mandatory vaccination, which may put customers at odds with their MCO. Also confounding the evaluation of HPV vaccines are questions regarding the long-term efficacy of the products, since necessary booster shots will increase costs. Concerns from groups who believe that HPV vaccination promotes promiscuity are being voiced,10 and this confounding variable will likely only increase as an additional product is approved and mandatory vaccination policies are put into place. Finally, administrative service organization employers present a unique situation where the MCO and the employer may have opposing views on patient benefit needs in terms of vaccination.

**Opportunities for MCOs**

Although managed care stakeholders face uncharted territory considering the rapidly evolving vaccine environment, opportunities similar to those employed in the management of other pharmacotherapeutic agents exist to lessen the impending economic burden. For example, contracts and rebating can be combined with a preferred product to reduce direct costs and promote the use of a specific vaccine. In terms of benefit design, a rider for the coverage of certain vaccines may be layered onto the basic insurance platform in specific situations without totally revamping current policies. The tiering of vaccines on formulary with variable member cost share may be used to promote the use of the most cost-effective product while still retaining patient choice. Members may also bear greater cost share for vaccines with less public health focus, and/or nonpreferred products, so as to encourage herd immunity and reduce costs.

**Conclusion**

The changing landscape of vaccine coverage in managed care, particularly in the availability of novel agents, demonstrates a need for MCOs to subject their vaccine policies to much greater examination. Through traditional avenues such as P&T and technology assessment committees, stakeholders should seek to evaluate standard criteria such as safety, efficacy, and cost-effectiveness, with additional considerations made for factors unique to the preventive nature of vaccines. A greater deal of scrutiny should be placed on coverage for adult rather than pediatric vaccines since these agents are typically more individually centered instead of being based on the premise of herd immunity.

As a result of the high cost of the novel vaccines currently being introduced, manufacturers will need to demonstrate the improved cost offsets and cost-effectiveness of their products over traditional vaccines. Again, additional considerations such as the relevance of an agent to the specific covered population, compliance cost offsets, quality-of-life considerations, and both patient and provider demand will be reviewed by managed care stakeholders, so legitimate value must be evident. As many of the novel vaccines being introduced are focused on preventing disease at the individual level, state governments will need to engage in dialogue with MCOs and employers to carefully delineate where there are mandates related to public health and where vaccine coverage should remain at the individual level.

Considering the emergence of myriad novel vaccines for both previously targeted and untargeted disease states, a creative and careful strategy is necessary for MCOs to maintain patient health and plan profitability. Ultimately, a sound evaluation strategy for emerging vaccines will be based on the clinical, data-driven processes employed for other pharmacotherapeutic agents, with additional considerations made at the patient, provider, and government levels.
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1. How can infectious organisms be attenuated when the growth of serial cultures in media is not effective?
   a. Using an alternative adjuvant
   b. Variolation
   c. Passaging in susceptible animals
   d. Genetic engineering

2. Adjuvants increase a vaccine’s benefit mainly by improving presentation of the antigens to the immune system or
   a. reducing the potential for reversion.
   b. addressing the changing antigenicity of certain infectious organisms.
   c. increasing overall safety.
   d. Simulating the immune system for a broader response.
3. The first major success of genetic engineering in immunization was in the development of a vaccine for which of the following?
   a. Influenza
   b. Hepatitis B
   c. Herpes zoster
   d. Respiratory syncytial virus

4. Approximately how many adolescents miss 1 or more recommended immunization?
   a. 20%
   b. 50%
   c. 60%
   d. 75%

5. SelectHealth is addressing the coverage of certain recently introduced vaccines through which of the following methods?
   a. A preferred vaccine strategy
   b. The utilization of state funding
   c. A nonstandard vaccination benefit
   d. Formulary tiering

6. The administration of “catch-up” injections are a consideration in vaccinating against
   a. human papillomavirus.
   b. herpes zoster.
   c. Rotavirus.
   d. respiratory syncytial virus.

7. Since the introduction of specific vaccines, the annual disease burden of conditions such as measles, mumps, and tetanus has been reduced by approximately
   a. 60%.
   b. 70%.
   c. 80%.
   d. ≥90%.

8. Which of the following is an indirect cost considered in the pharmacoeconomic evaluation of vaccines?
   a. Drug acquisition costs
   b. Missed work days
   c. Administration costs
   d. Hospitalizations

9. When conducting pharmacoeconomic analyses of vaccines, consideration should be given from both a health system perspective and
   a. regulatory perspective.
   b. societal perspective.
   c. ethical perspective.
   d. industry perspective.

10. While automatic vaccine coverage routed through the medical benefit has been the traditional approach in managed care, vaccines are now receiving more attention as a result of
    a. recently introduced vaccines for previously untargeted conditions.
    b. rising rates of infection.
    c. poor vaccination rates.
    d. the reemergence of eradicated diseases.

11. Assuming the anticipated availability of 2 separate human papillomavirus vaccines, the products will likely differ most significantly in terms of
    a. safety.
    b. adjuvants.
    c. indication.
    d. Both b and c

12. Which of the following is not a confounding variable that may have a significant impact on human papillomavirus vaccine utility or overall costs?
    a. State mandates on vaccination requirements
    b. Questions regarding long-term efficacy
    c. Concerns from special-interest groups
    d. Injection-site reactions
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- describe how to evaluate current plan practices in order to design and launch new quality improvement initiatives that will enhance vaccination standards 1 2 3 4 5

Overall Effectiveness of the Activity

The content presented:

- Was timely and will influence how I practice 1 2 3 4 5
- Enhanced my current knowledge base 1 2 3 4 5
- Addressed my most pressing questions 1 2 3 4 5
- Provided new ideas or information I expect to use 1 2 3 4 5
- Addressed competencies identified by my specialty 1 2 3 4 5
- Avoided commercial bias or influence 1 2 3 4 5
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☐ No, I’m not interested in participating in a follow-up survey.
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